Typically flat filling, linear or polynomial interpolation methods to generate missing historical data. We introduce a novel optimal method for recreating data generated by a diffusion process. The results are then applied to recreate historical data for stocks.
Introduction
Many calibration method typically require the use of a greate amount of data than is available. Often times this is delt with by bootstrapping the data using a variety of different techniques. Here, we present and solve the optimal way to re-create historical data in a way which is consitent with the sparse prices observed in the market.
Let β t be an R D -valued diffusion process, modelling a set of D-observable benchmarks for which there is no missing data. Let η t be a diffusion process modelling the true trajectory of the price of the asset we are interested in decensoring. Moreover let N t be a poisson point process with intensity λ capturing the times which η t is observed before time T , after which there are no missing data issued. We model the observed prices of the censored process as the compound Poisson process Y t given by
where W η t is a Brownian motion and h, K are deterministic functions of appropriate dimension.
We assume that the observer is a time
Using the benchmarks and the current time we wish to find the optimal estimate of X t and therefore of Y t and η t given our current observations.
Our solution is taken in two steps. We first solve the problem when N t does not jump; this represents the case where no obsrevations are made prior to T 0 such as in the case of an initial product offering. In the second step we assume that N t has made jumps prior to time T 0 . Note that, since the observer's vantage point is after this time, these price times are not stochastic. However the issue of only picking paths which match up with the realised price data (T i , η T i ), where T i are the times prior to T 0 when N t jumps, presents a new issue. This is solved by truning to conditional stochastic differential equations. This theory allows us to minimally purturb the real-world measure until all the points are hit when backfilling the data.
We begin by reviewing some of that relevant theory.
Stochastic Filtering
A staple technique in mathematical finance for forecasting the future movements of a portfolio of assets is stochastic filtering. The stochastic filtering problem aims to estimate the conditional density π t of an unobservable signal process X t given the information of an observable process Y t . Specifically, since
where F Y t σ {Y s : 0 ≤ s ≤ t} is the σ-algebra generated by the observation process Y t up until time t Proposition 2.3.3 [3] .
Formally, assume that the signal process X t is an n-dimension diffusion process following dynamics of the form
where W t is an m-dimension Wiener process. Moreover assume that the observation process Y t is a diffusion process following the dynamics
where W η t is a p-dimensional Brownian motion and that, u t is a control with domain U a Borel
and K : [0, ∞) → R p×p are measurable maps and the control u t is adapted to the filtration F Y t . It was shown that the optimal estimates π t (f ) E f (X t )|F Y t according to the mean-squared error of the signal's density must follow the dynamics
where ⋆ denotes the transpose operator andB t is an F Y t -Brownian motion called the innovations process defined byB
and where L u s is the infinitesimal generator of the diffusion X t given by
(see Proposition 7.2.9 [3] for more details).
Conditional Stochastic Differential Equations
A classical problem in probability theory is the construction of a Brownian bridge. Here a given Brownian motion is conditioned to hit a prespecified point at a predetermined time. This general procedure is developed in [1] , where for a fixed time-horizon T an F T -measurable R-valued random variable Y conditioning the trajectories of X t and a probability measure ν describing the probability for a conditioned trajectory to happen. The triple (T, Y, ν) is called a conditioning on the corresponding Wiener space and exists under the following assumptions.
Assumption 1.
• For 0 ≤ t < T , the law of B t under P is absolutely continuous with respect to the law of
Under these assumptions it is shown in [1, Proposition 2.1] that there exists a unique probability measure making the law of Y into ν and respecting conditional expectation on bounded random-variables.
Moreover, it can be seen in [1, Proposition 2.2] that this measure minimally deviates from the reference measure P in the sense that amongst all the absolutely continuous measure with respect to P, it has both the least entropy and its Radon-Nikodym derivative has the least variance.
Optimal Stochastic Decensoring
The unconditional problem is first solved. Subsequently we address the full-decensoring problem.
Optimal Backfilling
In principal we should have enough data to calibrate π t (f ) on some time interval [1, 1 + ǫ] for some ǫ > 0. Once we have obtained the dynamics of π t (f ) we can then reverse time and backfill the missing data using the dynamics of π 1−t (f ) described by the following equations.
Assumption 2 (Filtering Assumptions).
• There exists a constant K such that for every x, y ∈ R n
• For any t > 0, X t has a density p t .
• For every i and any bounded open subset U of R n and any t 0 > 0
• (X t , Y t ) has a unique F Y t -adapted solution.
• K(t) is invertible for every t.
• K(t) and K(t) −1 are locally bounded.
• b, σ, h are bounded functions.
Assumption 3 (Time-Reversal Assumptions). The sums of the distributional derivatives
are locally integrable.
The backfilling problem can be formalized as seeking the dynamics for the time-reversed conditional expectation, given the current information. That is, we seek dynamics for the optional projection of the process b t (f ) defined by
The solution to this problem is now presented.
Theorem 2.1 (Optimal Backfilling Equations). Assume that X t and Y t are as described in equations (3) and (4) respectively and that the assumptions 2 and 3 hold. Then the dynamics of
where p t is the density of π t (f ) and satisfies the SPDE
(10)
Proof. Proposition [3, 7.2.9] implies that the dynamics for π t (f ) are given by
Under the filtering assumptions 2, Theorem [2, 2.3] π 1−t (f ) is a diffusion process whose infinitesimal generatorL u t is given bȳ
By theorem 2.1 [2] the process π t (f ) is Malliavin differentiable and so we may integrate π t (f ) = f (x)p t (x)dx by parts to obtain the dynamics for dp t (x) by
Lastly, note that time begins from t 0 and not 0. Making the linear time-change t → t + t 0 , gives the result.
In practice the added assumption of linear dynamics
where A, C, D, H and K are matrix-valued functions of dimension n × n, n × m, n × k, p × n and p × p, respectively and u t is a k-dimensional control adapted to F Y t , is common due to its computational speed of such models and simplicity of implementation. Under these additional assumption we may simplify the dynamics of π t (f ) of theorem . Theorem 2.2 (Kalman-Bucy Backfilling). Assume that X 0 is Gaussian with meanX 0 and co-varianceP 0 , the solution to equation (14) is unique, K(t) is invertible for every t and A(t), C(t), D(t), H(t), K(t), K(t) −1 are continuous. Then the dynamics of the time-reversed conditional meanX t E X t |F Y t is given by
B t is a F Y t -Brownian motion, and φ(µ, Σ) is the density of a Gaussian random variable with mean µ and covariance Σ.
Proof. If X t and Y t follow the linear dynamics of equation (14), then the assumptions of theorem imply that [3, theorem 7.3.1] the dynamics of X t are given by
SinceX t follows linear dynamics and A, B, C, H, K are deterministic then X t follows a normal law and therefore has a well-defined density φ. Therefore theorem 2.3 of [2] applies to the dynamics of X t which yields equation
Optimal Stochastic Decensoring
Assume that N t is possibly greater than 0 before time T 0 . The optimal stochastic decensoring problem can be formalized as seeking the dynamics for the time-reversed conditional expectation, given the current information. That is, we seek dynamics for the optional projection of the process
We interpret Ξ t as the stochastic backfiller b t but under a point of view on the world given by Q conditioned an the observed data (T i , η T i ) N i=1 , indeed being realized. Therefore, this perturbation of the stochastic backfiller assures that the observations become realizations of when filling backwards in time according to Ξ t . are F T 0 -measurable. Therefore, we instead interpolating the points (Y T i ) N i=1 by the following process. As an alternative we may turn to a relaxed, interpolation-type approach.
i For −t ≥ T 0 ,t = π t (f ),
ii For every i in 1, . . . , K,b τ i = Y T i ,
